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Structure of the Presentation 
1.  Speaker/non-speaker verbal marking (S/nS) 

§  What it is 
§  Where it is found 

2.  An overview of better studied cases and related analyses 
§  Barbacoan languages (Awa Pit, Tsafiki) 
§  Tibeto-Burman languages (Tibetan) 

o  A cross-linguistic typology of S/nS marking 

3.  A new case study: S/nS marking in Lizu 
§  Age, spread, and motivation for the development of S/nS 

marking as a cross-linguistic category 



What it is 
•  a binary opposition in verbal marking 
•  independent clauses 

§  speaker marking is used for most 1st person referents in 
statements and 2nd person referents in questions 

§  non-speaker marking is used in all other cases 

•  dependent clauses 
§  speaker marking is used with logophoric third person referents 

Statements Questions 
1st person Speaker Non-speaker 

2nd person Non-speaker Speaker 

3rd person Non-speaker Non-speaker 



Examples from Tibetan 
(1)  nga   bod-pa  yin 

 1    Tibetan  be (speaker) 
 ‘I am a Tibetan.’ 

(2)  kho   bod-pa  red 
 3   Tibetan  be (non-speaker) 
 ‘He is a Tibetan.’ 

(3)  khyed-rang   bod-pa  yin pas 
 2     Tibetan  be INTERR (speaker) 
 ‘Are you a Tibetan?’ 

 (4) nga/kho   rgya-mi  red pas 
 1/3    Chinese  be INTERR (non-speaker) 
 ‘Am I/is he a Chinese?’ 

(5)  khos   kho  bod-pa  yin   zer  gyis 
 3.ERG   3  Tibetan  be (speaker)  say  IMPF/N-Speaker 
 ‘He says that he [himself] is a Tibetan.’ 

(6)  khos   kho  bod-pa  red   zer  gyis 
 3.ERG   3  Tibetan  be(non-speaker)  say  IMPF/N-Speaker 
 ‘He says that he [somebody else] is a Tibetan.’ 



What it is 
•  it appears to be a system of person marking, but it is 

not a syntactic problem of co-reference  
1.  the speaker marking can cross-reference an argument 

o  the speaker functions as one of the participants of the scene 
in question 

2.  the speaker marking can be present but not cross-reference 
any argument  
(7) mo.Ta  ‘di  khyed-rang=la  yin 
     car   this  2=LOC   be (speaker) 
     ‘This car is for you.’  
o  the speaker responsible for conceptualizing or observing the 
scene 

3.  the non-speaker marking can occur in contexts with first person 
referents 

[I’m giving it to you.] 

nga  kha.lag  za-gi  ‘dug 
1  food  eat-NOM  exist (non-SPK) 
‘(Look!) I’am eating!’ 

(8) nga  kha.lag  za-gi   yod 
     1  food  eat-NOM exist (speaker) 
      ‘I’m eating.’  



•  scope over the preposition 
§  speaking marking: the speaker as a point of reference 
§  non-speaker marking: the “objective” construal of the situation 

•  knowledge systems 
§  the speaker as the party responsible for the veracity of the 
information presented  
o  source of evidence (first-hand knowledge) and commitment 
to the truth of the propositional content 

•  the skewing in pronominal combinations with the speaker marking 
§  to make a statement, the speaker must (claim to) know that the 
facts indicated in the proposition are true 

§  to ask a question, the speaker (claims that s/he) assumes that 
the addressee knows whether the facts indicated in the 
proposition are true 

 

What it is 



S/nS marking 
•  a cross-linguistic category 

§  conjunct/disjunct (Kathmandu Newar, Hale 1980), congruent/
non-congruent (Tsafiki, Dickinson 2000),  
egophoric (Tibetan: Tournadre 1991, 1992, 2003)  

•  infrequent 
§  complex construct at the overlap of syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic domains 

§  favors languages that gravitate towards analytic type (loss of 
personal agreement) 
o does not correlate with person marking 

§  evidentiality (the source of information) 
§  most utterances in discourse are egocentric (the situation 
depicted in the utterance is presented from the point of view of 
the speaker)  
o why is it necessary to grammaticalize the subjective 
perspective? 

 



Where it is found 
•  Important concentrations 

§  South America (Colombia, Ecuador): Awa Pit, Tsafiki, 
Cha’palaachi, Guambiano, Totoró (Barbacoan) 

§  Tibetan plateau and its margins 
o Tibeto-Burman 

Ø Bodic: Tibetan, Newar, Dzongkha, Lhomi, Sherpa… 
Ø Lolo-Burmese: Akha, Bunan, Sangkong... 
Ø Qiangic; Nu... 

o Mongolic: Minhe Mangghuer, Huzhu Monghul, Tongren, 
Baonan... 

o Sinitic: Wutun 五屯话, Daohua 倒话... 
•  Isolated, lesser studied cases 

§  The Caucasus: Akhvakh (Nakh-Dagestanian) (Creissels 2008) 
§  North America: Chitimacha 
§  New Guinea (Papuan): Karo/Rawa, Kiwai, Siroi, Oksapmin 



Questions to be addressed 
•  CR: what does the speaker marking cross-reference in relation to 

the semantics of the verb and its core syntactic constituents?  
§  transitive verbs (two core participants): A, O 
§  intransitive verbs (single core participant)  

o  S NP of some verbs is a controlling agent (e.g. ‘to run’); 
for others, it is not (e.g. ‘to be hungry’) 

o  for some verbs, the referent of the S NP may sometimes 
have a measure of control over the activity and 
sometimes not (e.g. ‘to cough’) 

§  favored semantic role(s) that trigger(s) speaker marking 
•  S/P: what are recurrent semantic and pragmatic overtones brought 

about by the use of non-speaker marking in favored speaker-
marking contexts  

•  T/A: what are correlations with tense/aspect 
•  DE: what are related diachronic explanations (origin, age, spread) 
 



South America: 
  

Awa Pit and Tsafiki 



Barbacoan languages 
•  Columbia and Ecuador 

•  Little-studied, diverse languages, typologically highly distinct from 
the neighboring Amazonian languages 

§  similar speaker/non-speaker systems, but associated forms 
do not appear to be cognate  

•  Agglutinative languages with accusative characteristics (A/S vs. O)  

•  Evidentiality and mirativity (the relationship that the information 
coded in the proposition has to the speaker’s overall expectations 
and assumptions) 

 
 



Awa Pit 
•  CR  

§  the speaker marking may cross-reference any core argument  
§  the speaker marking may also be present and not cross-
reference any argument 

•  SP: ? 

•  T/A : Past/non-past; more elaborate distinctions in the past 
§  Past: separate marking for speaker subject/agent (w) and 
speaker undergoer (s) vs. one non-speaker marker 

§  Non-past: one type of speaker marking for both subject and 
undergoer vs. one non-speaker marker 

•  DE: used to be an evidential system 
 
 



Awa Pit examples: Past 
(9) Nash-na=kima  na=na       kal               ki-mtu-ata-w 
     afternoon-INF=until  1SG=TOP  work               do-IMPF-P-CONJ.S 
     ‘I was working till late.’ 
 
(10) Demetrio=na  tɨt-ma-tɨ-s 
       Demetrio=TOP  cut-COMP-P-CONJ.UNDER 
       ‘Demetrio cut me.’ 
 
(11) shi  ayuk=ta=ma               libro  ta-ta-w? 
       what inside=LOC=INTER book  put-PAST-CONJ.SUBJ 
       ‘Under what did you put the book?’	  
(12) pina alu  ki-ma-ti-zi 
       very rain do-COMP-PAST-DISJ 
       ‘It rained heavily.’ 
 

(13) pina alu  ki-ma-ti-s 
       very rain do-COMP-PAST-CONJ 
       ‘It rained heavily on me.’ 
 



Awa Pit examples: Non-past 
 (14) pala  ku-mtu-s 
        plantain  eat-IMPF-CONJ 
        ‘I am eating plantains.’ 
 
(15) na-wa=na     Santos tittu-mtu-s 
       1SG-ACC=TOP  Santos spy:on-IMPF-CONJ 
       ‘Santos is spying on me.’ 
 
(16) shi=ma   ki-mtu-s? 
       what=INTER do-IMPF-CONJ 
        ‘What are you doing?’ 

(17) nashka   alu     ki-ni-zi 
       later       rain    do-FUT-DISJ 
       ‘It will rain later.’ 



Tsafiki 
•  CR: the speaker marking is controlled only by subject arguments 

§  S of both transitive and intransitive verbs 
§  S of intransitive verbs 

o S=A: volitionality, control, consciousness and awareness 
o  *S=O 
o  favored context: 1st person subject-agent 

•  S/P 
§  non-speaker marking in favored speaker marking contexts 

o mirativity, non-intention, unawareness, irony and ignorance 

•  T/A 
§  Past/non-past: one speaker marker and one non-speaker marker 

•  DE: ?  



Tsafiki examples 
(18) Tse              Tsachi  jo-yo-e 
       1.F               Tsachi  be-CONJ-DECL 
       ‘I am a Tsachi.’ 
 
(19) Ya/nu           Tsachi  jo-e 
        3/2               Tsachi  be-DECL 
        ‘She/you is/are a Tsachi.’	  

(22) La  ya=ka  machite=chi          pore-yo-e 
       1M  3=ACC  machete=INSTR   cut-CONGR-DECL 
       ‘I cut him (intentinally) with the machete.’ 
 
(23) La  ya=ka  machite=chi          pore-i-e 
       1M  3=ACC  machete=INSTR   cut-NCONGR-DECL 
       ‘I cut him (unintentinally) with the machete.’ 

(20) Nu seke tera ki-yo-n? 
       2 good dance do-CONG-INT  
       ‘Did you dance well?’ 
 
(21) La seke tera ki-i-n? 
       1M good dance do-NCONG-INT  
       ‘Did I dance well?’ 



Tibetan plateau: 
 

Tibetan 



Tibetan 
•  ergative (A vs. S/O)  
•  the system is located in a set of lexical distinctions in the set of 

copulas 
egophoric non-egophoric 

Equational yin red 

Existential yod ‘dug 

egophoric direct indirect 

Copula yin red 

Existential, locative, possessive yod ‘dug yod.red 

Simple past V-pa-yin  
V-byung 

V-song V-pa-red 

Perfect V-yod V-’dug V-yod.red 

Imperfective V-gi-yod V-gi-‘dug V-gi-yod.red 

Future V-gi-yin V-gi-red 



Tibetan 
•  CR: the speaker marking is controlled by subject-agent (S=A) 

§  A of transitive verbs 
§  split in intransitive verbs 

o  volitionality and control (S=A), speaker marking 
o non-volitionality (S=O), non-speaker marking 

•  S/P 
§  non-speaker marking in favored speaker marking contexts 

o a first person subject can co-occur with non-speaker marking 
to indicate that the action is carried out unintentionally, 
unconsciously or the speaker just realizes it at that moment 
of speech (mirativity) 

•  T/A: Past/non-past; more elaborate distinctions in the past 



Tibetan examples 
(24) ngas  sha  bzas-pa   yin 
       1.ERG  meat   eat-NOM  be (speaker) 
       ‘I ate some meat.’ 
 
(25) kha.sa  nga  khong=gi=nang=la  phyin-pa  yin 
       yesterday  1  3=GEN=inside=LOC  go-NOM  be (speaker) 
       ‘Yesterday I went to his house.’ 
 
(26) bkra-shis New-York=la  phyin-pa  red  
       Tashi       New York=LOC  go-NOM  be (non-speaker)  
       ‘Tashi went to New York.’  
 
(27) nga na-gi   ’dug 
        1     be.ill-GEN  exist (non-speaker) 
        ‘I am ill.’ 

  
 



Origin and age of the system 
•  The system is a recent innovation (within the last thousand years) 

§  no S/nS system in Classical Tibetan  
o  speaker forms are original, non-speaker forms are a later 
development  
ü red is a recent development (Central dialects)  
ü the grammaticalization of ‘dug postdates the period of 
common Tibetan 

§  no S/nS system in sister languages (Tamang, Gurung, Balti) 
§  while structurally similar systems are widespread, the semantic 
details appear to differ even across fairly closely-related dialects 

§  S/nS forms are not cognate 

•  The peculiarity of the phenomenon and its geographic localization 
suggest an areal development in all languages where it is attested 



Recent independent innovation 
 

 
 

•  Place of origin: the most elaborate development so far attested is 
that of Central Tibetan 
§  the Dbu-Gtsang speech community is the original home of the 

distinction 

•  Origin: In Tibetan, the crystallization of a speaker/non-speaker 
pattern represents the grammaticalization of a pragmatic association 
between mirativity and person 

•  Development: the system is first lexicalized in the copulas and only 
secondarily found in verb endings, based on copular constructions  
§  systems with the distinction marked in finite verb forms and not 

in the copula system (Kathmandu Newar) are secondary 
§  S/nS systems in non-Bodic languages (Lolo-Burmese) represent 

Tibetan influence 



Towards a cross-linguistic typology 
•  CR: speaker marking tends to favor first person agent contexts 

§  speaker marking: control, volition 

•  S/P: use of non-speaker marking in speaker marking contexts 
indicates unintentionality, unconsciousness and/or mirativity 

•  T/A: with both past and non-past, with more elaborate distinctions in 
the past 
§  cross-linguistically common not to distinguish evidentiality in 
nonpast (future), given that it involves prediction and probability 

•  DE: recent innovation, linked to evidentiality 
§  areal phenomenon 
§  Central Tibetan is the center 

o  copula distinction is original, tense forms are secondary 



Grammaticalization 
1.  an external relationship is construed objectively by the speaker 

and the hearer  
§  does not specifically invoke the reference point  

2.  the speaker marking arises in independent clauses through the 
reanalysis of the association between the first-person subject and 
a form (copulas, existentials, deictic verbs: motion)  
§  development of an alternative non-speaker form 

3.  objectively construed relationship fades away, putting forward the 
speaker as the reference point 
§  the speaker as the source of first-hand information 
§  use of non-speaker marking in speaker contexts: mirativity 
§  dependent clauses 

o  logophoric use: events and states which have been only 
communicated to the speaker rather than directly observed 
and therefore questionable in regard to their truth value 



Lizu:  
 

A new case study 
 



Kathmandu Newar 

Dzongkha 

Mangghuer 

Wutun 

Tibetan 

Akha 

   Qiangic 

Lizu 

Daohua 



Lizu 
•  Muli Tibetan Autonomous County, Sichuan Province 

•  Qiangic 
o  in terms of its basic vocabulary and grammatical organization it 
gravitates towards Ngwi languages 

•  An agglutinative language with little inflexional morphology, 
nominative/accusative alignment 

•  Split from sister dialects (Ganluo, Yuexi, Hanyuan) approximately 
300 years ago from a center in the present-day Mianning county 

•  S/nS marking is an innovation of Lizu as compared to its sister 
dialects 

 



Kami Tibetan 

Prinmi 

Shixing 

Lizu and  
Namuyi 

Naxi  and Mosuo 

Ngwi 
Nosu 

Pumi 
speaker/non-speaker marking in the 
perfective combined with evidentiality 
 
ɜ̂ khə-dzə ̂-sã ‘I ate.’ 
 
niə ̂ khə-dzuə ̂-(ɕi/ʂə̃) ‘You/he ate.’ 
 
ɕi: direct (visual) 
ʂə̃: indirect / inferential  
 
S of non-controllable intransitive verbs 
receives the non-speaker marking ʂə̃: 
tã ́ ‘to see’, mɛ̃̌ ‘to hear’, ɕhî ‘to gain 
consciousness’, kǔ ‘to understand’ 

Chinese 



S/nS marking in Lizu 
•  A text-book example of a S/nS system 

•  non-past oriented 

•  aspectual split 
§  speaker marking: immediate present, absolute certainty 
§  non-speaker marking: future for the speaker, present for the 
non-speaker: lesser certainty 

Statements Questions 

1st person speaker: bo non-speaker: ge 

2nd person non-speaker: ge speaker: bo 

3rd person non-speaker: ge non-speaker: ge 



bo 
•  Immediate present: here, now, ongoing (control, certainty) 

(28) Hæ   Ldzɿ=HLbo.  Hæ   Htʰe-Lntʰe=Lbo.  
        1   eat=SPK  1   outward-jump=SPK 
        ‘I am eating.’                       ‘I am jumping.’ 
 
(29) Hne    Hso-Hɲi   Hlæ=Læ=Lbo? 
        2                 next-day  come=Q=SPK 
         ‘Will you come tomorrow?’ 
 
(30)  Hæ    Htsʰe=Hbo.  Hæ   Htsʰe=Hge.  
         1                cough=SPK  1  cough=N-SPK 
         ‘I am (deliberately) coughing.’         ‘I am (accidentally) coughing.’ 
 
(31) Htʰe Hkʰæ  Lʑi=Lbo? 
     3   where  live=SPK 

        ‘[Do you know] where he lives?’	  
 
 

(32) Htʰe Hkʰæ  Lʑi=Lge? 
         3     where  live=N-SPK 
        ‘Where does he live?’ 
 



ge	  
•  Intention on the part of the speaker (future), knowledge of the 

activity of the non-speaker (progressive) 

(33) Hæ  Hso-Hɲi   Llæ=Hge.   
       1     next-day   come=N-SPK   
       ‘I will come tomorrow.’ 
 
(34) Hæ  Hso-Hɲi   Hto=Hge.  
        1  next-day  look=N-SPK 

   ‘I will look tomorrow.’ 
 
(35)  Hæ Htʰe-Lntʰe=Lge.   (36)  Htʰe Htʰe-Lntʰe=Lge. 
        1     out-jump=N-SPK                           3       out-jump=N-SPK 
         ‘I will jump.’                                         ‘He is jumping.’ 
 
 
 



Origin of the system 
•  part of a set of epistemic (modal) markers 

§  tʂhe35  (absolutely certain) 
o  læ35 tʂhe35 ‘[我]一定来。’ 

§  tʂv35  (most likely but not certain) 
o  læ35 tʂv35 ‘可能要来。’ 

§  ge (maybe so, not absolutely sure but fairly sure) vs. bo 
o  læ33=ge55 ‘[我将]来。’/‘[他正在]来。’ 
o  læ33=bo55 ‘[我]正在来。’ 
o bo is possibly cognate with the verb bo35 ‘to have’ 

§  dæ and variations, e.g. dæ=ge=ʑi  (appears to be, I guess so) 
o  læ35 dæ=ge=ʑi ‘很可能要来。’ 

§  dʑi33=ge55 reported speech marker (heard someone say it) 
o  læ35 dʑi33=ge55 ‘据说要来。’	



Epistemic systems in Ngwi 
•  elaborate systems of epistemic markers, comprising, highest 

probability, uncertainty, the lowest-probability markers and the 
reported speech marker (=direct quotation marker) 

•  recent development 

•  the path of development has been from epistemic toward evidential 
systems, utilizing a variety of lexical material including epistemics, 
verbs and fused final particles 



From epistemic to S/nS marking	  
•  an epistemic system is remodeled to a S/nS system  

§  orientation to non-past and aspectual split 
•  most utterances in discourse are egocentric 

§  why is it necessary to grammaticalize the subjective 
perspective? 

•  relationship between different types of knowledge, different types of 
evidence, and degrees of reliability/commitment 

•  transitional point towards a system with evidential distinctions 
•  grammaticalization of the subjective perspective introduces an entire 

range of evidential meanings, from direct to inferential 

Perceptual experience 
Private experience Reportive 

Subjective (speaker) Objective (conceptualiser is effaced) 

Inferential 
Imaginative 

lndirect Direct 

absolutely certain most likely appears to be, I guess so heard someone say it 



S/nS in Lizu vs. other cases 
•  CR: speaker marking: control, volition, certainty => knowledge => 

first hand information  
•  T/A: more elaborate distinctions in the past 
§  marking in non-past 

o emulation of evidential distinctions 
o use of available means (epistemic system) to match the S/nS 
distinction (speaker as the source of first-hand information) 

•  DE: recent innovation 
§  at least 200-300 years: Sinitic (Wutun and Daohua vs. the Chinese 

dialect of Muli) 
§  at most 1000 years: Tibetan 
§  areal, parallel developments 

•  origin: contact with a language with elaborate evidential 
distinctions 



Kathmandu Newar 

Dzongkha 

Mangghuer 

Daohua 

Tibetan 

Lolo-Burmese 

Nu 

   Qiangic 

epistemic systems 
+ reported marker 

epistemic systems 
+ reported marker 

(1) visual (direct) 
(2) inferred  
(3) reported 

Wutun 

Lizu 

epistemic systems 
+ reported marker 



Thank you for your attention!  


